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About This Game

WeakWood Throne is a 2D Action RPG with the open world.
In the story you will find out what happened in the WickWood Kingdom; why its inhabitants get poorer every day, and soldiers-

beasts wander on their fields; what's wrong with the new king, and how to dethrone him.
In the game you can freely travel around the world, while playing as a swordsman, an archer or a mage (or all at once), complete

the quests, or go to the forest and earn gold by finding secret items and chests.
Go on your adventure through the kingdom and defeat every enemy on your way!

In detail:
With the open world, you can earn gold in several ways in the game:

•Wander through the forest and find various expensive plants, chests or hidden weapons, and then sell everything in the nearest
village.

•Hunt the animals and rob caravans of soldiers by taking away their supplies and gold.
•Complete the quests, for which you’ll be generously rewarded by inhabitants.

As in all RPGs, the ultimate goal is to develop the character to the maximum level and to defeat all the bosses that can be met on
the way.

At nighttime, the hero may find unique enemies and unique quests.
In different types of locations there is a variety of enemies and items with unique characteristics and appearance.
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Amaizing 2D RPG
add kawaii 2D girls and game will be perfect. Movement feels clunky, you don't have a good sense of where your weapon range
is. Combat punishes mistakes (like when you misjudge your range), and when I died to a low-level crab I respawned in an
unfamiliar location surrounded by much higher level monsters for no discernable reason. THEN when I started a new game
again so I could spawn in a familiar, level-appropriate area, my inventory and stat picks stayed with me despite resetting to level
1. It didn't seem like a feature. Also, dropping an item from your inventory is B, closing your inventory is the same button as
opening it (Y), but closing a shopping menu is with B. That caused me no end of misery.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, in 25 minutes I only encountered tutorial text. No story, no reason to care about what's
going on.

Overall, it feels like an Eary Access game with features unfinished and unpolished.. feels unfineshed and the lack of map make
it hard to figure out where you are especialy after u die and respawn somwhere you have never been.. super beautiful landscopes
& atomsphere with comforting musics
but I cant find passion playing or leveling--after all the gameplay span is too short. A classic strategy that will allow you to study
the world for a very long time and develop.. WeakWood Throne - 2D RPG, but not very common
Surprisingly, the developer added the ability to swing the ability to have three characters! This is so cool, have something similar
to one of the games Lord of the rings (can't now just say the name, but if you want - happy to remember)

Quality locations,interesting plot, free movement around the open world IIiii... Skateboard - all this awaits you here:

By far, the game is worth the money and worth playing)
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I really like it so far. This is a very interesting RPG game!
The game has a good story, beautiful graphics, wonderful music and good price!
I advise everyone to play this game :D
Mark: 10\/10. I wanted to like this game because of the cute art, but man. It's just not good.

The controls are clunky and unresponsive, but what bothers me the most are the options.
Whatever settings you turn on, the game will reset them all if you restart it.
I played windowed mode, and after dying, the game set itself back to full screen.
And finally, turning off the controller vibration does absolutely nothing - my pad still vibrated despite me supposedly turning it
off.. This game has a lot of potential. I would love to keep playing it and would love to have it's minor bugs\/errors fixed <3
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